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I’ve also been named a Top Travel Instagrammer by everyone from Harper’s Bazaar 
to Mashable and Marie Claire. It's perhaps my passion for the platform, where I have 
more than 200K followers, that everyone picks up on! I started my Instagram account 
weeks after the app premiered and since that time I’ve fully, committed to and, 
embraced all of its pivots including the brand new Stories feature. I love the way it 
combines still and moving imagery with words to allow me to tell a story to an engaged 
community that has specifically chosen to opt in to following my adventures. 

TThat passion for storytelling was born during my stint as a wedding and portrait 
photographer, which lasted for a decade before I turned my lens to travel and lifestyle 
stories full time. Since then, I’ve worked for brands on every continent but Antarctica 
ranging from Four Seasons and Air France to Ted Baker and Stoli Elit. Most projects 
have some element of photography as a central focus but I have also consulted and 
advised brands on social media and branding; I’ve spoken at conferences on six 
continents; I have been in front of the camera hosting for CNN, Travel+Leisure, and 
Expedia;Expedia; and I was the first photographer to travel around the world aboard Four 
Seasons new private jet in the Spring of 2015.

My name is Kirsten. 
I’ve worn a lot of hats in my career, but I am first and 

foremost always a photographer.



Kirsten completely stands out as not just a photographer, but as a travel influencer that knows how to connect with her audience. 
We worked with her for multiple projects and have been very pleased with the quality and dedication that she has given every 

single time. Kirsten has a great personality, and she will deliver the results that you need to succeed.

Marlon Gutierrez| Growth Marketing Manager and Product Owner, North America at Skyscanner

As a blogger since 2006, I am adept at all the 
aspects of online and digital marketing. My blog 
is a terrific platform for those looking to connect 
with a global audience who follow my life online 
specifically interested in my opinion and 
valuable knowledge of the world. 

PPosts are pushed out to my social media profiles 
where a cumulative audience of more than 260K are 
highly engaged with my stories and photographs, 
constantly asking questions and interacting for the 
purposes of making product decisions and planning 
their own travel. In any given week, I can field more 
than 100 private messages and in a month the 
numbernumber of Impressions from my content regularly 
passes the 600K mark.

Top 5 Highest Number of Followers By Country
United States 
United Kingdom
Canada / Australia (tied)
Brazil / SE Asia (tied)

MY AUDIENCE
The majority of my followers are affluent and 
have very affluent tastes, they are between the 
ages of 25 and 75. Millennials and Retirees tend 
to be the most engaged members of my 
community and are the most interested in luxury 
travel or goods.

HOW OLD ARE THEY?

• Google Page Rank: 4
• Instagram: 205,000 +
• Twitter: 21,600 +
• Google Plus: 12,500+
• Facebook: 10,200 +
• Tumblr: 8,800 +
•• Pinterest: 6,500 +
• Klout: 79

BY THE NUMBERS

WHERE THEY LIVE

45% Female
55% Male
Women are the most engaged on my Blog, Facebook and 
Pinterest. Men are more on Instagram and Twitter.

WHO ARE THEY?



Hire me to create content for your brand or destination 
This is perfect for you if you’re struggling to tell your story because you don’t have 
a library of your own content yet you realize that today’s consumer does their 

research based almost entirely on what appeals to them visually. 

Hire my team to create content for your brand or destination 
TThe difference between this package and the last is that it includes myself + my 
partner who is a drone pilot. Special emphasis will be given to high definition video 
from the ground and air as well as underwater footage both still and moving.

Bring me to your destination for a solo Discovery Trip 
TThis is perfect for you if you’re craving specialized, evergreen content that can be 
referenced online for years to come and if you want to reach a distinct, engaged 
global audience through social media or blog posts only. This does not include 

content for you to use separately on your own channels. 

Hire me to help you plan an Influencer Event or Campaign 
As a As a blogger and influencer with a decade of full time experience, I have a large rolodex 
of professionals that I love working with. Let me supplement your brand expertise with 
targeted influencer content to help create an unbeatable strategic partnership. 

HOW TO WORK WITH ME



Hire me for a Social Media Takeover 
This is perfect for the brand or destination who desires to both reach a new 

audience through social media promotion but also desires quality content for their 
own channel. All Takeovers include advanced promotion on my own channels. 

Hire me to Co-host a Twitter Chat
I lI love doing this and have been a co-host for brands such as Expedia, 

PassionPassport and Preferred Hotels. This includes advanced promotion of your 
chat on my own feed.

Buy a link on my Resources Page
This option isn’t open to you unless we’ve previously done business together or I 
am already a consumer of your brand. However, it is a great way to stay connected 

to my readers after a partnership is completed. 

FFor current pricing, please email kirsten@kirstenalana.com and you will be 
provided with our latest information sheet.

Don’t see your desired project listed? Not to worry! 
I really love getting pitches for jobs that I’ve never even considered. 
Just contact me to discuss pricing for a bespoke partnership 
including as many specific details as you know thus far. 

CONT...



I have to say, your comments are always so articulate and well-researched, educational and illuminating. You’ve got another 
follower in me! Can’t wait to see where else you travel and who knows, maybe we’ll run into each other halfway around the world!

@chibbery | Instagram Follower

#ScottsdaleInvasion
Kirsten visited Scottsdale, Arizona with four 
other bloggers as a guest of the local CVB in 
partnership with Re/Defined Communications. 
In total the campaign generated 2.17 million 
impressions online. 

102102 Tweets were shared with Kirsten’s shares 
being in the second highest in terms of exposure 
with 392,600 impressions from her content 
alone. 92 Photos were shared across all channels 
generating a total of 25,041 likes and 806 
comments. 

KiKirsten created 2 of the Top 5 photos sorted by 
likes, and 4 of the Top 5 photos sorted by 
comments. As measured by Re/Defined 
Communications, the campaign generated a 
total PR value of $76,683 with a circulation 
value of 1.9 million.

CASE STUDY #1
The Countryside Collection
Kirsten visited England during a campaign with 
two other bloggers who each visited Wales and 
Scotland in partnership with iAmbassador and 
VisitBritain. 

InIn total the campaign generated an AVE of 
approximately USD 4 million, plus 205 million 
OTS across Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and 
Google+. The reach on Twitter was in excess of 
7 million accounts.

YYou can view more of my work 
and recognition on my website at 
kirstenalana.com/portfolio

AND
kirstenalana.com/press

CASE STUDY #2

http://www.kirstenalana.com/portfolio/
http://www.kirstenalana.com/press/


Thank you for all the amazing work you did in addition to taking 
beautiful photos. Your files were labeled and organized in more detail than 
I ever dreamed of. The fact that you even had files for each guest (couple) 
images was above and beyond. The guests were absolutely thrilled when 
we were able to send them links to their personal images. I know it was an 

exhausting assignment, but I wanted you to know how much we 
appreciated your efforts in delivering useful assets.

Sheila OtteSheila Otter, Marketing Services Manager at TCS World Travel 
(operator for #FSJet experience)

I’ve had the pleasure of working with Kirsten and traveling with her. She 
is professional, investigative and has a sharp eye for detail. She captures 
the essence of your destination with her words and amazing photography. 
She responds to dozens of her readers genuinely interested in re-creating 
the experiences she’s had. She has referred countless people to The 

Bahamas on the destination’s behalf without us even knowing! She is a 
great brand ambassador and partner, while generating genuine content.

JJessica Parker | Former Account Supervisor at Weber Shandwick



I just wanted to say, you have an absolutely amazing 
feed. I share the same passions as you and you are 
basically working my dream job. Your style and 

delivery is bang on and is inspiring me to pursue and 
create a type of life like that for myself. Thank you 
for being a part of realizing my Personal Legend! 

SLAY ON!!!

@me@mermaidmafiaaa | Instagram Follower

Your pictures inspired me to book my trip to Jordan 
yesterday. Leaving January 1!

@anna_moloney | Instagram Follower

Your Iceland trip inspired me to visit. Hopefully 
planning for next year!

@kimashton | Instagram Follower

I am personally committed to a life of environmental responsibility and a daily desire to do GOOD. My 
audience struggles to engage with such content but my goal is to change their minds by increasing my coverage 
of these important issues and working with innovative, forward-thinking brands.

II don’t tend to take press/FAM trips. Instead, I seek long-term partnerships and campaigns with brands that value 
the work of creatives like me. This value translates not just into dollars but into an overall attitude of respect for 
the incredible amount of time and energy that I devote to my clients, as well as the quality of the work I do on 
their behalf and the lifelong Ambassador that I become. Keeping in mind a respect for your time as well as mine, 
please do not send me press releases or offers of free product in exchange for marketing. The best way to gain my 
attention is to have me experience your product, destination or business through an actual partnership.

Note: All partneNote: All partnerships of any kind are always disclosed as 
per FTC guidelines. This is not negotiable. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION



Website: www.kirstenalana.com
Email: kirsten@kirstenalana.com
Instagram: @kirstenalana

Facebook: www.facebook.com/kirstenalana
Twitter: @kirstenalana

Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/kirstenalana
GooGoogle: plus.google.com/u/1/+KirstenAlana/

Vimeo: www.vimeo.com/kirstenalana
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